
 

  

 

 

Church-wide Consultation on the Future of LGBT Ministry and  

Advocacy in the UCC 

 

Overview 

The UCC Coalition for LGBT Concerns and the UCC’s Office for Health and Wholeness 
Advocacy have launched The Church-wide Consultation on the Future of LGBT Ministry 
and Advocacy.   The Consultation is meant to be a listening project that takes place in 
as many setting of the UCC as possible.  We are interested in hearing from any and all 
churches regardless of ONA status and encourage as many as possible to participate. 
Racial/ethnic meetings, youth and young adult gatherings, clergy clusters and annual 
Conference/Association meetings are also excellent venues for this conversation. 

Why:  We know that no one voice can speak for all parts of our mutual ministry.  In 
order to develop strategy, program and to foster deeper understanding in the various 
settings of our denomination, we must listen to one another.  Our project is an attempt 
to hear the wisdom of many different voices to collectively form a vision for the future 
of LGBT Ministry and Advocacy. 

Who:  People within and among our various settings of the United Church of Christ. 

What:  The Consultation is a focus group or conversation hosted in churches, 
seminaries, clergy groups, Associations and Conferences.  Diversity of settings are a 
goal.  The constant is that all groups will be asked the same questions. 

How to get involved:  Once you've decided to participate.  Select a venue, choose a 
facilitator, the facilitator registers to participate in a webinar training, host the 
conversation, record your responses, send in the data. 

To get involved contact the Consultation Coordinator:   Rev. Tara Wilkins, 
consultation@uccCoalition.org, 503-484-3609 
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